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Mary Kay is a company built around empowering women, supporting one 
another, and promoting a “Go Give” spirit. Mary Kay Ash believed in The 
Golden Rule and built Mary Kay around those guiding principles. She created 
a work force where women can be independent without leaving behind their 
faith and family. 

We have been on a steadfast journey filled with research, strategy, and creative, 
with one goal in mind; provide Mary Kay with a campaign which navigates 
through social media and PR, focusing on Millennial women, 18-25 years old. 
The National Student Advertising Competition has provided the opportunity 
for us to show Mary Kay how we can help them maintain and leverage the 
supportive, inspirational idea of “empowerment” within the company in an 
exclusive and tech-friendly way.

We at Small Boat are fueled by fresh, innovative ideas. We share our ideas with each other in order to steer 
through the rough seas and find the clearest path for Mary Kay in exciting new territories.
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challenge
Create a 1-year, fully-integrated marketing campaign that will capture the 
heart and attention of 18-25 year old women, increase product purchases, 
and share the empowering opportunity of becoming an Independent 
Beauty Consultant (IBC).

Career progression, values, beliefs, and 
motivations within the company were 
some of the key findings during our IBC 
director interviews.

3
 IBC director 

interviews

Our team participated in 
several Mary Kay studio 
events. We were exposed to 
the empowering and positive 
Mary Kay message.

skin care party

project runway night

new consultant training

color night

recognition night

We conducted field research 
in various malls, asking 
questions about lifestyle, 
social media, and current 
beauty products.

131
 mall survey 
respondents

Questions focused on target 
market’s daily makeup routines, 
social media influencers, and 
the perception of Mary Kay 
from across the United States.

450
survey responses

180
studio observations

70
1-on-1 interviews

1-on-1

To better understand the IBC 
role, a Small Boat member 

became an IBC. Through her blog 
she narrated her experience and 

shared her feelings about the 
Mary Kay sisterhood.

1
MK insider

We were able to grasp our target 
market’s perception of Mary Kay 

and understand her behavior when 
connecting to other brands.

10
focus groups

product testing

brand awareness

lifestyle and trends

social media preferences

creative direction

party perception

IBC interviews provided us with a first-hand 
look into the empowering message behind 
Mary Kay’s business model. Target market 

interviews allowed us to gain insight into their 
social media and purchasing habits.

research methods
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To truly grasp what Mary Kay is all about, we sent in an insider. Team 
member, Samantha (Sam) Gomez began training on November 11, 2013 
under the mentorship of Monica Chen Wu. During this time, Sam narrated 
her IBC experience via “The Pink Sisterhood”, a private Tumblr Blog.

sam’s insights
• Dress code could be a little more fun; professional but less corporate.
• Less emphasis on how much to spend on first inventory purchase.
• Starter Kits customized by age for the IBCs friends and customers.
• Start product sessions with color rather than strictly skin care.
• Offer personal one-on-one product demonstrations at parties.

ibc insider

action research

The
 Pink Sisterhood

...Since I joined Mary Kay, the attention and mentorship I’ve 
received has been stellar. Monica, my mentor and team leader, 
has guided me through every step – from arranging my starter 
kit, to introducing me to our district director, Sally. I know they’ll 
help me succeed and do my best. 

Yesterday, I hosted my first Mary Kay facial party. Monica and 
Jessica guided the party and taught my friends how to use the 
lip treatment, Satin Hands, and Miracle Set. My friends loved 
the lip treatment but weren’t very interested in the Miracle Set. 
 
It’s hard to find time to devote to the business. With school 
and my internship, I don’t have time to really understand the 
product lines or how to put parties together. 

Sally suggested that I make a $1,300 investment. I hoped a 
$200 investment would be enough but I was told I wouldn’t be 
able to succeed if I made such a small investment. She asked 
if I could borrow it from family and friends. I feel pressured! :(

The thing I like most is the sisterhood relationship within the 
Independent Beauty Consultants. I’ve found a true friend in 
Monica... 

excerpts:
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primary: millennial women (18-25)
Learns about makeup trends and new products from friends and social media 
reblogs, retweets, likes, and reviews.
She values companies who interact with their customers via social media.
Accessibility and instant gratification affect her purchasing behavior.2

After finishing up her first year of college, Autumn stays in touch with her friends 
through social media, and blogs about her summer adventures. Exploring beau-
ty tips, makeup tutorials, and interacting with companies through social media is 
what she considers “relaxing”. Making purchases online is easy for her, especially 
if they are offering an incentive, such as “free item with purchase”. 

autumn, age 19
social diva

Meet our Millennial woman. After six months of research she has come 
sharply into focus.

primary

I like a natural look for the day

I love shopping with my girlfriends :)

I’ll buy when it runs out, not before

My makeup brand reflects who I am

Smokey eyes for parties and weekends

Eyeliner and mascara everyday!!!

Samples are great

I want rewards

She said my lip gloss looked great!

I <3 free shipping!

target market
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secondary: millennial mary kay consumers / potential ibcs
Intrigued by the Mary Kay community but hesitant about the IBC role and ability to succeed.
Doesn’t have expertise in business or beauty, yet, and wants evidence of learning resources and technology that 
will help her.4 

tertiary: current ibcs
Skin care sales are her “bread and butter” and she would love to bring in more team members. 
She wants easy to use tools so she can relate to new team members in different generations.

Gabriella is a recent college graduate who loves to stay updated on the hottest trends. She gets excited about all things 
related to “fashion” from clothes to beauty products because they make her feel beautiful and unique. Not only is she 
active on several social platforms, but she follows trends through online magazines and blogs.

Victoria is an upbeat, hardworking military wife with an active 15 year old daughter, Emma. With her husband constantly 
gone, she wanted a way to make some extra money but not the restraints of a 9-to-5. Vickie (what everyone calls her) 
evokes a nurturing, confident passion for Mary Kay. Whether she’s at Emma’s soccer practice, or her bible study group, 
she is always positively promoting the Mary Kay experience. 

gabriella, age 22 
trend follower

victoria, age 41
life improver

secondary and tertiary

target marketOur secondary market has tried the Mary Kay products and loves them. She is 
looking for a new opportunity. And we are not forgetting the current IBCs who 
make up our tertiary market.
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swot and competitors

Mary Kay’s core message is one 
of inspiration, enrichment, and 
empowerment. 

Within Mary Kay’s product portfolio, 
the target market has a low awareness 
of At Play, Botanical Effects, and Clear 
Proof.

The growing network of 600,000 IBCs 
is a strong force that can be utilized 
nationwide.

Forums and other social platforms 
express grievances and misconceptions, 
such as PinkTruth.com.

Millennials have high awareness and 
recognition of the Mary Kay brand. Millennials perceive IBCs as pushy.

Tutorials for makeup application 
via social media, such as Google+ 
Hangouts.

Mary Kay’s charitable causes positively 
promote social responsibility.

As new customers, the target market 
has difficulty finding and purchasing 
Mary Kay products.

Smart phones not only exhibit social 
status, but are the primary touchpoint 
for social media. 10

The Internet permits unqualified people 
to pass judgment on products and 
ingredients.

High technology and social media 
adoption for Mary Kay brand and 
products such as Virtual Makeover, 
Show and Sell™ App, and e-Catalog.

Target market perceives Mary Kay as 
lacking a cohesive and effective social 
media presence.

Blogs have a tremendous influence 
when developing social momentum.1

Industry competitors have easy access 
to their mobile point-of-purchase and 
point-of-sale systems.

IBCs lack effective training when 
promoting new product lines.

Millennials perceive samples and 
giveaways as incentives to buy Mary 
Kay products.

strengths weaknesses opportunities threats

Avon has streamlined the customer 
connecting to an Independent Sales 
Representative via their website 
and is famous for a combination of 
door-to-door & brochure marketing 
as opportunities for outreach.

Clinique is available via text, live chat 
on their website, face-to-face video 
consultation, and products can be 
purchased online & in-stores.

L’Oréal regularly provides celebrity 
endorsed, new, “best on the market” 
products at a low price point which 
meets Millennial needs.

MAC Cosmetics has a heavy presence 
in the beauty and fashion industry 
with broad color ranges, in-store 
makeup consultations, and a MAC 
Pro Membership program that offers 
exclusive content and discounts.

We carefully analyzed internal and external factors in order to build a 
springboard for our campaign message.
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Increase awareness and positive 
perception for new product lines.

Stay true to the Mary Kay Increase national footprint with 
Millennial women.

Keep IBCs in mind.

love

• Is there one collective experience that revolves around Mary Kay values, 
the IBC support system, the new product lines, and Millennial women?

• Keeping in mind four key campaign objectives - is there one message that 
resonates and brings it all together?

What is the one emotion, the one answer, the one message that ties it all together?

finding the truth
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let’s talk about love
Love, it’s a joyous thing. It supports, embraces, and encourages you. Love gives you confidence, making you shine. It 
makes you take risks you wouldn’t usually take; growing with you. Love gives you something to believe in and means 
someone is believing in you. It surrounds you, fulfilling your life; making you feel beautiful. Mary Kay understands 
each emotion love embodies and utilizes them in a powerful way. Mary Kay is love.

As “One Woman Can” inspired others, the Be Love initiative continues the inspiration and encourages her to embody 
this Mary Kay ideology of being love in her everyday life. Giving her the purpose of love and a shared feeling of 
empowerment, she will move with confidence. She will support, embrace, and encourage others around her. She will 
grow to be the best that she can be with Mary Kay.

mary kay philosophies

Place faith and family before career.

Treat others as you wish to be treated.

Make everyone feel important.

Promote the “Go-Give” spirit through 
a positive atmosphere.

big idea
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Be Love is a 12-month social media campaign utilizing technology Millennial 
women use on a daily basis. By spreading love throughout a four-quarter 
strategy, it allows us to meet the unique challenges set out by Mary Kay.

Social Media Ads
Hulu Ads
Web Banners
Google AdWords
Snap, Share, Win
Treasure Hunt 

iPhone Incentive
Love Sends you Home
More Love Letters
Love Note Blitz II

Love Note Blitz
Mobile App
PINs
Social Board
Mobile Board - College
Digital Board
Pandora/Spotify Ads

Mobile Board - Malls
Subscription Boxes
Google+ Hangouts
College Fashion Week

QUARTER 1 QUARTER 2 QUARTER 3 QUARTER 4
Sparking the Conversation Connect & Interact Build the Relationship Maintain & Recruit

Sparking the Conversation excites 
the target market to initiate the 
conversation and create an overall 
buzz about Mary Kay.

Connect & Interact showcases Mary 
Kay’s personality and establishes a 
long-term relationship between 
Millennials and the Mary Kay brand.

Build the Relationship creates 
positive perception, IBC credibility, 
and a link between Autumn, 
Gabriella, Vickie, and Mary Kay.

Maintain and Recruit keeps the positive 
relationship between Millennials and 
IBCs growing while welcoming new 
loyalists. The goal here is to remind 
everyone how much Mary Kay 
appreciates her brand family and 
followers while encouraging everyone 
to take action.

four quarter strategy
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marykay.com/connect
#mkbelove

the love note
When a Love Note is written, the belief is to share a message of care, encouragement, and happiness with another 
person. Receiving a Love Note creates an appreciated “warm, fuzzy” feeling. Acting as the centerpiece of the Be Love 
campaign, the Love Note creates an iconic symbol representing personal connection and kindness between people, 
while emphasizing the sharing of a positive, “Go-Give” spirit in true Mary Kay fashion.

campaign centerpieceWe have created hundreds of personal, empowering quotes, hand rendered 
on easily displayed, high-quality, sticky notes in Mary Kay’s token color, pink. 
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love note blitz
Bringing Mary Kay’s ideals of teamwork and empowerment to the forefront, 
we have initiated the Love Note Blitz bringing the growing team of 600,000 
IBCs together in an effort to spread love. With each IBC receiving a packet of 
100 Love Notes, they will be able to spread messages of love around their 
sales force area.

This simple, grassroots effort will allow Mary Kay to connect with millions of 
customers in their caring and supportive way. Not only does each Love Note 
carry an inspirational message on the front, they quickly direct each future 
customer to the Mary Kay Connect app (MK Connect), display the measurable 
hashtag: #MKBeLove, and give each recipient the immediate ability to share 
their personal Love Note with their friends and family.

february
grassroots marketing• Generates buzz and excites Millennials

• Curiosity is the early driver
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mk connect - customer side
From our research, we have found that our target market was unsure how to 
connect with Mary Kay to find out about products, events, and becoming an 
IBC. So, how do we connect her with Mary Kay? Through what she uses most: 
her technology. The MK Connect app provides her with the information she 
is looking for and increases the level of communication with IBCs in her area. 

•	 ibc profile: View IBC profiles to find just the right match.  
•	 ibc locator: Find IBCs using a geolocator.
•	 events: Organizes all Mary Kay events within nearby neighborhoods.
•	 products: See exclusive product reviews, “love” products, and the ability 

to create a Wish List.
•	 love notes: Love Note generator takes messages of support and 

encouragement and creates a beautifully designed Love Note to be 
shared and posted on social media sites.

social board
We have created #MKBeLove for sharing through social media networks 
and are utilizing Social Board to monitor the usage. This new online tracking 
system bring images, videos, blog entries, and content together, creating an 
easy way for Mary Kay Corporate to oversee and promote individual posts. 

february

• Creates an easy way for Millennials to connect to a Mary Kay IBC
• Provides an inclusive place to find out about Mary Kay mobile app
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•	 events: Allows the IBC to create new events and send invitations that 
connect directly with their client list.

•	 map: Once an event is created, it is pinned to the map, and can be viewed 
by other IBCs and clients on a private or public basis.

•	 point of sale: The IBC can complete transactions with their clients allowing 
them to make sales “on-the-go.”

•	 client list: The IBC can manage and connect with her customers by 
sending one Love Note or multiple (a Love Blast). 

•	 my profile: IBCs can create, manage, and edit their profile, connect to 
their social media sites, display their PINs, and track their sales.

mk connect - ibc side
MK Connect will be an encouraged tool for IBCs so they can effectively 
communicate with Millennial customers. IBCs will be discoverable within the 
network and will be able to promote themselves through a custom profile. 
This method creates a relationship with new customers without compromising 
their current selling methods for their mainstay customers.

pins - professional industry knowledge
PINs are awarded to IBCs who increase their knowledge through technique 
specific training and meeting personal business milestones. These PINs will 
be displayed on their profiles in the mobile app.

february

mobile app• Creates an easy way for Mary Kay IBCs to connect to Millennials
• Gives the IBC a way to keep in touch with “on-the-go” Millennials
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samples
Product samples will be created and distributed to potential customers at Mary Kay events, initiatives, and parties, 
creating awareness for At Play, Botanical Effects, and Clear Proof lines. Each sample box highlights different product 
lines to include a travel size portion so each customer can fully experience what Mary Kay has to offer before committing 
to a purchase decision.

mobile board - college
Like Mary Kay, Millennials strongly believe in giving back and want more 
opportunities to do so.5 Mobile Board - College serves as a form of connection 
between IBCs and Millennials, creating an opportunity for college students 
to raise money for two Mary Kay Foundation causes: Domestic Abuse and 
Cancer Research. 

IBCs will act as brand ambassadors with the Mobile Boards utilized as the 
fundraising platforms. Participants will be able to “type and swipe” notes of 
encouragement, support, and love to people who need it most. Each shared 
message using #MKBeLove, donates $1 to a Mary Kay Foundation cause. Not 
only does this initiative raise money for two exceptional causes, but it creates 
the opportunity for IBCs to directly connect with Millennials on their college 
campus as brand ambassadors and through the sharing of free product 
samples. 

As a further incentive, the campus that raises the most money, will win a 
Mary Kay hosted concert with a performance by a popular music artist, held 
on their college campus.

march
fundraising• Leverages campaign conversation

• Fuels friendly competition between colleges
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digital board
To grab our tech-loving Millennials, we’ve created an interactive digital board 
to be set up in high-traffic locations. The purpose of this board is to engage 
customers in a new way and create buzz for the campaign. 

Utilizing Geofencing technology, passers-by will receive a push notification on 
their phone, encouraging them to “pick a favorite message”. After they select 
their message, it can be sent to their smart phone for instant shareability on 
social media platforms. As each Love Note is selected, the hidden imagery 
underneath will be revealed, promoting the campaign and product lines.6 

Randomly selected Love Notes will hide special Mary Kay product giveaways. 
These hourly surprises will increase the fun-factor and entice participants to 
return again and again for their chance to win. 

april

interactive touchscreen• Shows Mary Kay as fresh and innovative
• Gathers target market data and captures the attention of media
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banner ads
To continually spread Be Love through methods Millennials constantly utilize, 
our banner ads will appear on select beauty sites and blogs showcasing Mary 
Kay’s new product line, driving online traffic to the Mary Kay Be Love landing 
page and marykay.com. To be consistent with our Pandora and Spotify banner 
ads, the beauty site and blogger based banner ads will also be used to promote 
current Mary Kay events and different products during the 6 month roll-out.

be love landing page
With our banner ads and Love Notes generating online traffic, we’ve created 
a place for Millennials and customers to land; the Be Love Landing Page. 
Located on marykay.com, creates an easy way for all customers to access 
the MK Connect mobile app, new product information, links to Mary Kay’s 
social media sites, and a direct link to all Mary Kay products on marykay.com. 

may
web presence• Provides digital and online traffic conversion

• Gathers target market data
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bubblegumhart @marykayus do you 
like my new shoes?! bc I do! #mkbelove

bubblegumhart 

lindseyleflet Harry <3 #mkbelove 
@marykayus

lindseyleflet 1h

rbobble hello fro yo! @marykayus
#mkbelove

rbobble 20m

snap, share, win
An Instagram contest will be launched on June 3rd, Love Conquers All Day, 
where participants will share photos of things they “cherish” and “love”. To 
encourage participation, 50 influential beauty bloggers, such as, Maskcara, 
Temptalia, and Pretty Shiny Sparkly, will  be invited to promote the Instagram 
contest through their social media platforms. 11 Beauty bloggers will receive 21 
silver bracelets, each worth over $100, from the Texas based jewelry designer, 
James Avery, to give away to 20 lucky followers and one for the blogger to 
keep. To be eligible for the prize, participants will have to tag 2 - 4 friends, tag 
@marykayus, and share their entry with the hashtag #MKBeLove on Instagram.

On June 30th, Mary Kay Corporate will select ten lucky winners to receive 
$10,000 worth of customized James Avery jewelry.

treasure hunt
Mary Kay Corporate will initiate a Treasure Hunt throughout ten select cities 
and share clues, relating to the Be Love campaign, through Facebook, Twitter, 
and Instagram. Teams of IBCs, their team members, and customers will seek 
out boxes filled with full size products hidden throughout the cities. Individuals 
that are not yet Mary Kay customers, will be able to register, and join the 
event with a local team.

june / july
contests• Encourages team-building within IBC communities

• Creates brand awareness and exposure from bloggers
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mobile board - malls
Our mobile board returns to target Millennials outside college. Boards will be 
placed in malls across the nation, in an effort to spread the Be Love campaign. 
IBCs will be able to interact with participants by handing out samples, promoting 
the digital sharing of inspirational messages, and raising funds for a Mary Kay 
Foundation cause.

august
fundraising• Engages cause-interested audience

• Invites media coverage and new target group
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her campus college fashion week
Her Campus gives Mary Kay an opportunity to be a sponsor on four major 
college campuses during College Fashion Week. Hercampus.com plugs into 
social media before, during, and after the week long event, creating exposure 
and brand awareness to over two million Millennials. 

subscription box services
Millennials love receiving samples of products before making a purchase. The 
current trend in sampling? Subscription boxes.9 Mary Kay will partner with 
four national subscription box companies that fit Millennial spending limits. 
Mary Kay products will be delivered straight to their door.

Products will be placed on cards with hand written phrases, creating a personal 
piece Millennials will want to share or keep; sent with love by Mary Kay.

selected subscription boxes
Birchbox for Women - At Play and 
Botanical Effects
Beauty Box 5  - At Play 
One Radiant - Botanical Effects
GoodeBox - Clear Proof

september / october

partnerships• Increases product awareness and consideration
• Presents Mary Kay as current and relevant
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pink iphone ibc incentive
“In the scheme of a young person’s budget, a $12,000 Kia and a $2,000 MacBook 
Pro both count as major life purchase. Given the centrality of the web to everybody’s 
personal and professional lives, the computer (or heck, even a phone) may be the 
higher priority.” 10

Millennials see their pieces of technology as the new freedom at their fingertips, 
much like the car was to previous generations. Mary Kay will partner with 
custom back and color conversion companies to create a new engraved, Pink 
Mary Kay iPhone. 

This will be a new, first-level recognition incentive for the IBC and include a 
limited service contract. Now, the IBC will have an essential, trendy tool to 
make their business successful with their clients at their fingertips. 

november

ibc focus

be love hangouts
Promoted through Facebook, Twitter, and IBC word of mouth, Mary Kay will 
use Google+ Hangouts to increase product and brand awareness. The Be Love 
Google+ Hangout parties will be used to talk about the Mary Kay product 
line, provide insider tips, and just have fun. Viewers will be able to win free 
products by answering questions and joining in the conversation.

• Shows opportunities and exclusive incentives within Mary Kay
• Increases product awareness and consideration
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love sends you home
To spread a little love and help families reconnect during the holidays, Mary 
Kay will give away 1,000 round-trip airline tickets. Airline tickets worth $500 
will be given to Be Love hashtaggers in the United States. To keep with the 
giving season, each winner will go home with a box of Mary Kay cosmetics so 
they can get the perfect holiday “look”.

love note blitz ii - the new year
To show that love is never ending, IBCs and their teams will be involved in a 
Love Note Blitz where they come together with their newly recruited team 
members from our Be Love campaign. 

more love letters
Moreloveletters.com (MLL) sends bundles of love letters to people all over 
the world in need of kind words and inspiration. By partnering with MLL, a 
project started by Millennial women, Mary Kay will invite their IBC community 
and Mary Kay customers to participate in this worthy cause. This initiative 
strengthens the message: Be Love.

december / january

corporate gratitude
• Finishes with a PR bang, keeps interest high and recaptures the 

attention of the media
• Proves that Mary Kay surpasses competition with product, authenticity, 

and values
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campaign support 

facebook: We will use Facebook as an advertising tool so the customers 
stay connected to Mary Kay.
twitter: Keyword-targeting will be used with Twitter for Business to reach 
users based on specific keywords used in their recent tweets.
pinterest: Our Pinterest boards will use Rich Pin advertisements to 
promote Mary Kay products linking back to marykay.com. 7

instagram: Utilizing Instagram’s promoted posts will allow us to increase 
followers for Mary Kay, increase “likes” on posts, and reach outside of Mary 
Kay’s normal audience. 7

hulu: We will use Hulu to showcase footage from previous months’ events 
edited into case studies.
pandora and spotify: We will showcase Mary Kay’s new product line 
and with each click, customers will be directed to the Mary Kay Be Love 
landing page.
google adwords: To maximize our conversion rate, we have created 
a Google AdWord keyword list to include cosmetic, lifestyle, and specific Be 
Love campaign terms.
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media

mobile board - college 

Texas A&M
Ohio State University
University of Central Florida
University of Minnesota
Arizona State University
Pennsylvania State University
Liberty University
State University of New York
Indiana University

nationwide

Love Note Blitz
Snap, Share, Win
Subscription Boxes
Love Sends You Home
More Love Letters

DIGITAL BOARD INSTALlATION 

SOCIAL MEDIA $235,600 

PARTNERSHIPS $490,000 

LOVE NOTE BLITZ $36,000 

2.4%

4.9%

.04%

online ads $4,413,000 

MOBILE BOARD $227,745 

CONTINGENCY $515,000

44%

2.3%

5%

DIGITAL BOARD $1,984,979 

CONTESTS $1,007,600 

CHARITY $1,000,000 

19%

11%

10%

Austin, TX
Dallas, TX
Charlotte, NC
Denver, CO
Houston, TX
Kansas City, MO
Las Vegas, NV
Minneapolis, MN

New Orleans, LA
Oklahoma City, OK
Portland, OR
Salt Lake City, UT
San Antonio, TX
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Washington DC

mobile board - MALLS 

Mall of America- Bloomington, MN
Aventura- Aventura, FL
The Galleria- Houston, TX
Tyson’s Corner- McLean, VA
Northpark Center- Dallas, TX
Woodfield Mall- Schaumburg, IL
Del Amo Center- Torrance, CA
King of Prussia Mall- KoP, PA
Palisades Center- West Nyack, NY
Hanes Mall- Winston-Salem, NC
Mall of Georgia- Buford, GA

COLLEGE FASHION WEEK 

CONCENTRATION OF MILLENNIALS 

Orlando, FL
Auburn, AL
San Diego, CA
Boston, MA

Above Average

Average

Low

mobile board - college 
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nationwide
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Snap, Share, Win
Subscription Boxes
Love Sends You Home
More Love Letters

DIGITAL BOARD INSTALlATION 

SOCIAL MEDIA $235,600 

PARTNERSHIPS $490,000 

LOVE NOTE BLITZ $36,000 

2.4%

4.9%

.04%

online ads $4,413,000 

MOBILE BOARD $227,745 

CONTINGENCY $515,000

44%

2.3%

5%

DIGITAL BOARD $1,984,979 

CONTESTS $1,007,600 

CHARITY $1,000,000 

19%

11%

10%

Austin, TX
Dallas, TX
Charlotte, NC
Denver, CO
Houston, TX
Kansas City, MO
Las Vegas, NV
Minneapolis, MN

New Orleans, LA
Oklahoma City, OK
Portland, OR
Salt Lake City, UT
San Antonio, TX
San Francisco, CA
Seattle, WA
Washington DC

mobile board - MALLS 

Mall of America- Bloomington, MN
Aventura- Aventura, FL
The Galleria- Houston, TX
Tyson’s Corner- McLean, VA
Northpark Center- Dallas, TX
Woodfield Mall- Schaumburg, IL
Del Amo Center- Torrance, CA
King of Prussia Mall- KoP, PA
Palisades Center- West Nyack, NY
Hanes Mall- Winston-Salem, NC
Mall of Georgia- Buford, GA

COLLEGE FASHION WEEK 

CONCENTRATION OF MILLENNIALS 

Orlando, FL
Auburn, AL
San Diego, CA
Boston, MA

Above Average

Average

Low

media budget
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 BlogHer
Online Ads and Blogs

 PopSugar
 Temptalia
 Her Campus
 AdWords
 Hulu
 Pandora
 Spotify

College Events
Interactive Touchscreen
Mall Events

Contests
 Snap, Share, Win
 Treasure Hunt
 Google+ Hangouts
 Love Sends You Home
Partnerships 
 More Love Letters
 Subscription Boxes
 College Fashion Week

IBC Blitz

$165,000
$726,000

$16,500
$33,000

$1,072,500
$1,200,000

$600,000
$600,000

$36,000
$161,595
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By using a model of viral growth, we’ll reach a total CPM of $0.80 and a total of 
12 billion impressions over the year long campaign.8
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recommendationsExtending our Be Love campaign through 2016, will involve implementing 
and expanding certain areas to stay fresh in the minds of customers.

Party Makeover

RESEARCH 2015 Campaign 
Deliverables

Advancing
Technological 

trends

CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT Customer Shopping
 MOBILE APP FEATURE

app based rewards Target Market
Based TRaining

Parties will focus on makeup 
demonstrations using customers 
as models. New “technique cards” 
will allow participants to write 
down tips and procedures for 
future use. 

Celebrities can be utilized to 
connect with new customers on 
a current and “cool” level. 3

As technology evolves, the features 
on MK Connect should be updated. 
Integrating a Point-of-Purchase 
tool will create a connection 
between the customer and their 
nearest IBC, while increasing 
product purchases.

To continue updating MK Connect, 
we are suggesting the integration 
of reward points to be earned 
when a certain amount of products 
are purchased or a party is hosted.

To keep attracting new customers, 
we suggest Mary Kay Corporate 
implements training updates to 
cater to the changing generations.
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